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GGiiuulliioo  CCAACCCCIINNII  ((11555500--11661188))  

Il cantar d’affetto 
 

Giulio Caccini: Mentre che fra doglie e pene, Queste lagrim’amare, Sfogava con le stelle, Non ha ‘l ciel cotanti lumi,  Amor io 
parto, Dalla porta d’oriente, Tutto ‘l dì piango, Odi Euterpe, Alme luci beate, Torna, deh torna, Al fonte al prato, Se voi, lagrime, a 

pieno, Se in questo scolorito, Belle rose purpurine, Ohimè, begli occhi,    
Alessandro Piccinini: Toccata II, Toccata VI , Partite variate sopra la folia aria Romanesca, Toccata IV,   

Libro di Pietro Paolo Raimondo: Cassandra, Volta, Balletto, Corrente francese,  
Giovanni Girolamo Kapsberger: Toccata I, Preludio I, Corrente, Preludio V, Sarabanda, Gagliarda X)  

Anonimo: Saltarello

Claudine Ansermet - Soprano, 

Paolo Cherici - Liuto, arciliuto e tiorba. 

 
 
The collection Le nuove musiche of Giulio Caccini, also known as Romano, was published in Florence by Marescotti in 1602, 
Caccini’s collection embodies the new way of composing and the new manner of singing. The author writes in his extensive 
indications to readers “not to esteem that sort of music which does not allow the words to be understood, and spoils the 
concept and the verse sometimes by lengthening and sometimes by shortening the syllables to fit the counterpoint, a 
laceration of the poetry”. The world prevails on music.  This spirit remains in this fascinating cd containing the performance of 
Claudine Ansermet and Paolo Cherici.  
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SSaallvvaattoorree  SScciiaarrrriinnoo  ((11994477))  
LLoo  ssppaazziioo  iinnvveerrssoo  

  
CCllaauuddiioo  AAmmbbrroossiinnii  ((11994488))  

DDee  vvuullggaarrii  eellooqquueennttiiaa    

  
AAllddoo  CClleemmeennttii  ((11992255))  

SScchheerrzzoo  

  

SSyyllvvaannoo  BBuussssoottttii  ((11993311))  
CCoonncceerrttoo  aa  LL’’AAqquuiillaa  

FFrraanncceessccoo  PPeennnniissii  ((11993344--22000000))  
SSee  aappppaarree  iill  dduubbbbiioo  

MMiicchheellee  ddaallll’’OOnnggaarroo  ((11995577))  
ZZeerroo  

LLoorreennzzoo  FFeerrrreerroo  ((11995511))  
TThhrreeee  ssiimmppllee  ssoonnggss  

  

Ex NOVO Ensemble 

Special guest SILVANO BUSSOTTI, piano  

 

“Memory, recall, discovery and visions of the future run through this CD. Over a thirty-year period this ensemble 
has portrayed and inspired the continuation and future of the music of our time. Choosing seven out of 

many possible stations on this itinerary, we are provided here with continuous glimpses of recollection and 
prospect: a plural recording, in its choice of languages and creative episodes. All the works here were born 

either with or for the Ex Novo: some of them for this very occasion; others also belong to the common history 
of contemporary music, having left a permanent mark on their creators’ progress…”   
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LLiibbrrooss  ddee  MMùùssiiccaa  ppaarraa  VViihhuueellaa  
  

Luys Milán  
El Maestro - Valencia, 1535 - 1536 

Luys de Narváez  
Los seys libros del Delphin - Valladolid 1538 

Alonso Mudarra 
Tres Libros de música... - Sevilla 1546 

Enriquez de Valderrábano  
Silva de sirenas.. - Valladolid 1547 

Diego Pisador  
Libro de música - Salamanca 1552 

Miguel de Fuenllana  
Orphénica lyra - Sevilla 1554 

Esteban Daza  
El Parnasso - Valladolid 1576 

Diego Pisador  
Libro de música - Salamanca 1552 

 

Massimo Lonardi, vihuela, 

 
The vihuela had a rather short life: little more than half a century passed from the edition of El Maestro (1535-36), which was 
the first tablature published in Spain, to the disappearance of the instrument. In this brief time span, however, seven books of 
tablatures were composed and published which, in their excellent artistic quality, place music for the vihuela at the peak of 
Renaissance musical production. Massimo Lonardi, specialist in Renaissance music with vihuela, guitar and lute, here performs 
a captivating overview of this rare instrument.   
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Raffaella Milanesi soprano

ACCADEMIA OTTOBONI 

Laura Colucci recorder

Manuel Granatiero recorder

Marco Ceccato cello

1-3. Concerto in la minore (A minor) RV 440

4-7. Che giova il sospirar, povero core RV 679

8-10. Concerto in re minore (D minor) RV 406

11-14. All’Ombra di sospetto RV 678

15-17. Concerto in do maggiore (C Major) RV 533

18-20. Vengo a voi luci adorate RV 682

21-26. Concerto in sol minore (G minor) RV 439 “La Notte”

The peculiar feature of this record is the great  variety of the musical styles represented:

instrumental and vocal music, very-well known concertos and other less famous ones of

different soloists. A release that finds its strength in the specific expressive nature of Vi-

valdi’s genius that gave cohesiveness to pieces conceived years apart and for different

occasions.

The brilliant Italian soprano Raffaella Milanesi shares the stage with the soloists of Acca-

demia Ottoboni, an ensemble that performs early music using original period instruments

or copies of them. The ensemble originates from Rome and consists of musicians of the

most recent generation active in the international scene.

New releases April 2010

ANTONIO VIVALDI 

“Cupido tu vedi” – Concerti e Cantate

CD Stradivarius 33856  [B. c. 8011570338563]



ASKO ENSEMBLE
Stefan Asbury conductor

Marieke Koster mezzosoprano

Live Recording by RAI RADIO 3

Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001)

1. Phlegra (1975)

Edgar Varèse (1883-1965)

2. Octandre (1923)

Fausto Romitelli (1963-2004)

3. Mediterraneo I e II (1992) - Italian première

Iannis Xenakis 

4. Anaktoria (1969)

5. Dhipli Zyia (1952)

6. Waarg (1988)

This is the second release (Vol. II) that Stradivarius dedicates to Milano Musica Festival,

one of the most important italian festival  devoted to Contemporary Classical Music.

The tracklist includes four chamber compositions by Iannis Xenakis (each of the four be-

longs to a different period of his artistic activity), the famous Octandre by Edgar Varèse

(one of the pillars of twentieth-century music), and Mediterraneo by Fausto Romitelli

(1963-2004), an untimely death, one of the most significant composers of the present

European generation.

This important release counts the Dutch mezzo soprano Marieke Koster and the presti-

gious Asko Ensemble, an outstanding contemporary music ensemble founded in 1965,

in this case directed by Stefan Asbury.

“On November 2005 Radio 3 recorded this concert from the Verdi Hall at the Milan

Conservatory, that, released by Stradivarius, is absolutly a reference point in the contem-

porary scene ” (Claudio Strinati, Il Venerdì-Repubblica, April 2nd 2010).

MILANO MUSICA FESTIVAL LIVE   VOL. 2

Iannis Xenakis, Edgar Varèse, Fausto Romitelli

CD Stradivarius 33871 [B.c. 8011570338716]



Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della Rai

Lothar Koenigs conductor

Live Recording by RAI RADIO 3

Stefano Gervasoni (1962)

1. Metà della ripa (2002-2003) - World première

Giacomo Manzoni (1932)

2. Ode (1982)

3. Sembianti (2003)

Anton Webern (1883-1945)

4. Passacaglia op. 1 (1908)

This is the third chapter of the serie that Stradivarius dedicates to the pretigiuos Milano

Musica Festival, one of the most important Italian festival devoted to contemporary

classical music. 

In this recording we have Metà della ripa by Stefano Gervasoni (world première), score

that can be considered a sort of orchestration and a real extension of his previous trio

Rigirio (2000); two orchestral works by Giacomo Manzoni, Ode e Sembianti, and Pas-

sacaglia op. 1 by Anton Webern, that appears in the first position of Webern’s catalo-

gue, in that it was the first composition which the musician dignified with the name of

fully complete and mature Opus.

MILANO MUSICA FESTIVAL LIVE   VOL. 3

Stefano Gervasoni, Giacomo Manzoni, Anton Webern

CD Stradivarius 33872 [B.c. 8011570338723]



SoloDuo

Matteo Mela & Lorenzo Micheli

1-3. Grosses Duo für Gitarre und Quint-Bassgitarre

Lorenzo Micheli guitar; Matteo Mela quint-bassgitarre

4.      Variationen über Schuberts Wiegenlied

Lorenzo Micheli

5-8. Sonate in A moll für Gitarre-Solo

Matteo Mela

9-12. Sonate in D moll für Gitarre

Lorenzo Micheli

This recording attempts to repair a deep historical injustice: Ferdinand Rebay, although

popular as choir director and composer of vocal music, is quite unknown for his guitar

compositions.

Recently we assisted at a renaissance, enhanced by guitarists such as Simon Wynberg,

Christophe Ducret and Andrea Förderreuther and by an editor like Philomele. Finally,

decisive impulses came from Matteo Mela and Lorenzo Micheli.

The present situation is best described by the phrase “we are going to hear a lot more of Fer-

dinand Rebay”. This blunt statement by Colin Cooper, which concludes the review of a con-

cert by Mela and Micheli (Classical Guitar, October 2007), marks the end to half a century

of oblivion and announces a late comer among the great 20th century guitar composers.

FERDINAND REBAY (Vienna 1880-1953)

“Guitar Sonatas”

CD Stradivarius 33859 [B.c. 8011570 338594]

World Première Recording



Collegium Pro Musica

Stefano Bagliano recorder and conducting

1-3. Concerto n. 1 in fa maggiore (F Major) 

“Tempesta di mare”

4-9. Concerto n. 2 in sol minore (G minor) 

“La notte”

10-12. Concerto n. 3 in re maggiore (D Major) 

“del gardellino”

13-15. Concerto n. 4 in sol maggiore (G Major)

16-18. Concerto n. 5 in fa maggiore (F Major)

19-21. Concerto n. 6 in sol maggiore (G Major)

Stefano Bagliano in one of the flautists (recorder/flauto dolce) who are today achieving

a growing appreciation at an international level. In this new recording by Stradivarius,

dedicated to Antonio Vivaldi’s Concertos op. 10, one of the highest points reached by

flute technique in the whole of the first half of the eighteenth century, Bagliano plays re-

corder and conducts “his” Collegium Pro Musica, an ensemble specialized in XVII and

XVIII century music repertoire, performed in accordance with the style of that age and

using true copies of original instruments.

ANTONIO VIVALDI

“Concerti op. 10” per flauto e archi

CD Stradivarius 33729 [B.c. 8011570337290]



Ensemble Alternance

Mark Andre (1964)

1. iv 4 (2008-2009) – flûte, hautbois, clarinette, tuba

2. Contrapunctus (1998-1999) – piano

3. “…zum staub sollst du zurückkehren” (2004-2005) –

flûte, clarinette, violon, alto, violoncello, piano,  percussion

4. Iv 3 (2008) – clarinette

5. Iv 2 (2007) – violoncelle

Ensemble Alternance, a modulable group of famous soloists founded in 1983 by the flutist

Jean-Luc Menet, plays Mark Andre (1964), a young but well-known Parisian composer

(a shower of first prizes at the Paris Conservatory), that studied composition with Helmut

Lachenmann at the Hochschule für Musik in Stuttgart  and computer music with André

Richard at the Experimental Studio of the  Heinrich-Strobel Foundation  of the Südwe-

stfunk (Freiburg). In 2009 Andre was elected member of the Academy of Arts (music sec-

tion) of Berlin.

“Mark Andre’s pieces are the portraits of his thoughts. They reveal new times and uni-

verses of sound, they deepen our listening. Every note projects the space of its silence

in us: the numerous silences dig dark cavities where the frightening fundamental un-

certainly and those blocks of black ice engulf us” (Jean-Noël von der Weid, taken from

“La musica del XX secolo, Parigi, Hachette 2005. Revised by the author in 2010).

ENSEMBLE ALTERNANCE

MARK ANDRE

CD Stradivarius 33837 [B.c. 8011570338372]



SYNERJAZZ TRIO

Mirko Signorile: piano

Giorgio Vendola: double bass

Vincenzo Bardaro: drums

01. Come ali di farfalla (Mirko Signorile)

02. Alla luce del sole (Mirko Signorile)

03. Gabin (Giorgio Vendola)

04. There’s time for everything (Vincenzo Bardaro)

05. Lilium (Mirko Signorile)

06. Jupiter Incerto (Giorgio Vendola)

07. The night before you (Giorgio Vendola)

08. Incerto (Giorgio Vendola)

09. Modern’s Dilemma (Mirko Signorile)

10. A view to a kill (John Barry, Duran Duran)

11. Esca (Vincenzo Bardaro)

12. Easy (Vincenzo Bardaro)

13. Cirano (Giorgio Vendola)

14. Modern’s Dilemma/video track

Stradivarius is very proud to present the last album of SYNERJAZZ TRIO, alias Mirko Si-

gnorile (piano), Giorgio Vendola (double bass) and Vincenzo Bardaro (drums).

This recording, called simply Synerjazz Trio, includes all original tracks except for A view

to a kill (the famous theme taken from the homonymous film from the James Bond series,

written by John Barry and Duran Duran).

Synerjazz Trio is a sort of imaginary musical journey, sometimes very dreamlike: urban

rhythms interweave with mediterranean melodies and rock sonorities, in a particular lan-

guage based on jazz idiom. 

The last track,  Modern’s Dilemma, is enhanced with a videoclip directed by Lorenzo Zitoli.

SynerJazz Trio was born in July 2004 during the prestigious Clusone Festival Jazz. Its first recording, ac-

cordingly called Live in Clusone, was published by Soul Note and produced by Flavio Bonandrini. But

only the second release, The Magic Circle, gave the Trio due attention by public and specialized critics.

This album marked also the beginning of a lucky tour around several important Italian jazz festivals. On

May 2006 Synerjazz Trio played for three times at the legendary Cotton Club in Tokyo. On May 2007

Radio 3 Suite (and its radioman, the journalist Pino Saulo) broadcasted the whole concert performed by

the Trio at Formia’s “Jazz Flirt”.

SYNERJAZZ TRIO

CD Stradivarius 57910 [B.c. 8011570579102]



New Releases
May 2010

CD Stradivarius
STR 33587

[B.c. 8011570335876]
DIGIPAK

ADRIANO
BANCHIERI

“Il studio dilette-
vole” & “Il meta-
morfosi musicale”

DELITIAE MUSICAE
Raffaele Gangale narrator

Marco Longhini conductor

Adriano BANCHIERI (1568-1634)

1-16. IL STUDIO DILETTEVOLE - Il Terzo Libro delle Canzonette a tre voci (Milan, 1600)

17-34. IL METAMORFOSI MUSICALE - Quarto Libro delle Canzonette a tre voci (Venice, 1601) 

Little is known about one of  the most productive of  the Italian musicians, Adriano Banchieri (1568-

1634), who is still too little heard on the international recordings scene. In reality, things are changing

because undeniably his freshness of  melody, his absolutely vital sense of  dramatic musical narration

and of  poetic form, his appreciation of  counterpoint, his strong sense of  popular reality, his amu-

sing colourful eloquence full of  dialect expressions make him a composer of  imposing stature and

indisputable importance.

Relegated to a narrow, absolutely marginal sector of  Renaissance history, still today defined by the

so-called dramatic (or representative) madrigals, Banchieri lived fully the most extraordinary and incre-

dibly innovative period of  the history of  Italian “harmonic” music: we find clear signs of  a new

seventeenth-century sensibility in adaptation, or rather in making the word serve the representational

needs, in the use of  the basso concertante and in the extensive use of  the continuo.

The two works presented on this CD represent the chronological heart of  Banchieri’s most typical

production and may be appreciated in a modern recording for the first time: this is an ambitious

project to be included more precisely within that research finally shedding light on Italian “minor”

musical history of  the end of  the sixteenth century.

1



Giorgio Federico Ghedini
Francesco Parrino

Stefano Parrino
Orchestra da camera Stesichoros

Francesco Di Mauro
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New Releases
May 2010

CD Stradivarius
STR 33840

[B.c. 8011570338402]
DIGIPAK

CONCERTO
ALL’APERTO

Giorgio Federico
Ghedini  

Francesco Parrino violin

Stefano Parrino flute

2

Orchestra da Camera Stesichoros 
Francesco Di Mauro conductor

Giorgio Federico GHEDINI (1892-1965)

1-3.  Sonata da concerto for flute and orchestra [1958]

4-7.  Concerto “L’Alderina” for flute, violin and orchestra [1950]  World Premiére Recording

8-11. Concerto “Il belprato” for violin and orchestra [1947]  World Premiére Recording

Stesichoros Chamber Orchestra is now a well-established reality which, founded by Catania musicians

and thanks to collaboration with the Orchestral Conductor Maestro Francesco Di Mauro, has pro-

moted, since the day of  its foundation, the contemporary classical music repertory, above all the

historic twentieth century repertory.

Together with excellent soloists like Francesco Parrino (violin) and Stefano Parrino (flute), Stesichoros

presents three works by Giorgio Federico Ghedini, a great protagonist of  the European music crea-

ted in the twentieth century, considered, with Luigi Dallapiccola and Goffredo Petrassi, the quali-

tative peak of  all Italian music of  the period between 1920 and 1975 chose different roads from

that of  the new avant-garde.

“Public knowledge of  this composer, noble and strong, learned and intellectually free, is [...] experiencing a phase of

at least partial eclipse. The performances of  his music have become perceptively fewer. [...] We run the risk [...] that

one or perhaps two generations of  music lovers, and even of  Conservatory students and of  young and skilful inter-

preters, may lose any idea of  Ghedina’s musical art and learning. This recording combats this trend [...]. It re-

proposes for us three immensely engaged compositional scores, or better, three centrl works of  the two post-war decades”

(Quirino Principe, booklet).
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CD Stradivarius
STR 33860

[B.c. 8011570338600]
JEWEL BOX

CANTI SENZA
PAROLE

Mario Caroli

Mario Caroli flute

Keiko Nakayama piano

Giulio CACCINI Amarilli; Claude DEBUSSY Syrinx; Ferruccio BUSONI Albumblatt; Felix MENDELSSOHN-BAR-
THOLDY Lieder ohne Worthe op. 30 n. 1, Lieder ohne Worthe op. 30 n. 3, Lieder ohne Worthe op. 30 n. 6; György KURTÁG Doloroso;

Arthur HONEGGER Romance; Marin MARAIS Les Folies d’Espagne; Jacques DESBRIÉRE Cinq piéces ètranges; Magnus
BLÖNDAL JOHANSSON Solitude; Erland VON KOCH Cantilena; Gabriel FAURÉ Pièce

The new album by one of  the most important living flutists, acclaimed by critics and audiences

around the world. A composite program, in which solo pieces alternate with duets featuring Japa-

nese pianist Keiko Nakayama. Mario Caroli himself  writes in the liner notes: “My desire to record

these pieces was very strong [...] I wanted a CD on which to release a song in freedom, without

barriers and without frontiers. Against all those who want to gag artists, making an inventory of

them like products in a supermarket: interpreter of  contemporary music, interpreter of  ancient

music, nineteenth-century virtuoso and so on. Thus I thought of  a programme of  melodies, in the

widest sense of  the term: of  songs without words”.

“When Mario Caroli plays, it is nothing less than love which transforms the self  and the surroundings of  the self

through music” (Salvatore Sciarrino).

“Mario Caroli has nearly superhuman skill, paired with extraordinary musical intelligence” (American Record

Guide).

“He made a sound you wanted to drink in” (The New York Times).
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CD Stradivarius
STR 33863

[B.c. 8011570338631]  
DIGIPAK

LA PAROLA AL
LEGNO

Simone Mancuso

SOLO PERCUSSION WORKS FOR WOOD INSTRUMENTS
Simone Mancuso percussion

Salvatore SCIARRINO (1947): IL LEGNO E LA PAROLA   World Première Recording

John CAGE (1912-1992): CHILD OF TREE; SILENCE; BRANCHES I; SILENCE; BRANCHES II; SILENCE

Giacinto SCELSI (1905-1988): MAKNONGAN version for marimba

This record is entirely devoted to wood percussion, of  which Simone Mancuso is a leading specialist.

Besides marimbone in Sciarrino’s “Il legno e la parola” (2004), a World Première Recording, and ma-

rimba in Scelsi’s “Maknongan” (1976), a piece for any low instrument or bass voice (this is the first

time “Maknongan” has been recorded for marimba !), there are also two works by John Cage, “Child

of  Tree” and “Branches”, perhaps the best examples of  his so-called naturalistic phase, composed

for no conventionally-pitched instruments.

In contrast with Cage’s earlier percussion works using both standard instruments and found-objects,

for example “First Construction (in Metal)” and “Living Room Music”, “Child of  Tree” and “Bran-

ches”specify that only plant-based instruments are to be used in the performance. Most specifically,

Cage specifies a type of  pod rattle that comes from the Poinciana tree, native to Mexico, and pro-

vides instructions for amplifying the sounds of  a cactus when its needles are plucked, tapped or

scraped. The performer chooses ten instruments in total, with the stipulation that they are all to be

amplified or unamplified plant.

Cage’s specification that no conventionally-pitched instruments are to be used forces the performer

to leave behind old habits, scale patterns and gestures that have been practiced over and over, ex-

ploring and unlocking the sounds stored in the natural world around us.
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DIGIPAK

LUIS DE PABLO

Los Novísimos

Vendaval

The Comunidad de Madrid Orchestra and Choir (ORCAM) has distinguished itself  by its innovative pro-

grammes, which have placed alongside traditional repertory the most important works created in

our times. In this release are presented two works by Luis de Pablo (Bilbao, 1930), a central figure in

the artistic renewal which began in Spain at the end of  the 1950s. In the last twenty years he has rea-

ched a kind of  classicism, by which is meant a way of  writing which encompasses the historic genres

but contemplating them in a perspective in which the essential elements of  the music are re-created,

assuming values which are new, not opposed but different from the previous ones.

The first piece, Los Novísimos, is in four parts and uses as comments texts by Giorgio Manganelli,

Gonzalo de Berceo and Epicurus. This opera, one of  the most intense and expressive by Luis de

Pablo, emanates a sense of  mistery, unreal and sinister.

The second one is Vendaval, a work of  great richness of  timbre and form, surely one of  the most si-

gnificant orchestral compositions of  the last decades. This is also, among de Pablo’s symphonic

works, the closest to the classical form, of  which it adopts some features but completely changes

the sense.

1

Orchestra e Coro della Comunità di Madrid

Jordi Casas Bayer choir conductor

José Ramón Encinar conductor

Luis DE PABLO (1930)

1-4. Los Novísimos (2003) - for choir and orchestra

5-10. Vendaval (1995) - for orchestra
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JEWEL BOX

FRANCO

DONATONI

Dieci anni dopo

Divertimento Ensemble

Italian Saxophone Quartet

Sandro Gorli conductor

2

Franco DONATONI (1927-2000)

1. Hot (1989)   2. Flag (1987)   3. Tema (1981)   4-5. Luci (1995)   6. Rasch II (1995)

In the August of  2010, it will be ten years since Franco Donatoni’s passing; a period of  time which

is now long enough to try to relate, also to younger listeners, the history of  this musician who lived

the crucial problems of  his time with a rare intensity and who remains an indispensable reference

point in the contemporary music scene. In this monographic CD by Stradivarius, the Divertimento

Ensemble and the Italian Saxophone Quartet are cunducted by Sandro Gorli, who founded the Ensemble

itself  in 1977 and was a Donatoni’s pupil. There are also two well-known and acclaimed soloists:

Mario Marzi plays soprano saxophone in “Hot” and Lorenzo Missaglia plays flute in G in “Luci”.

All these pieces belong to Donatoni’s most fervent period, that of  which he himself  said: “Only the

last decade offers me some reasons to become conscious of  my identity”.

“[...] a series of  snapshots in which we see one of  the most brilliant minds intent on capturing and reproducing the

mercurial nature of  the art of  sounds. [...] If  we try to listen [...] with our attention directed towards instability,

towards unexpected approaches and withdrawals, [...] at a certain point we realize that those myriad sound events are

part of  a precisely ordered cosmos in which everything moves in perfectly determined trajectories and that this order,

these symmetries which unexpectedly briefly appear give us flashes of  intelligence capable of  opening new perspectives”

(Enzo Restagno, booklet).  

Lorenzo Missaglia flute solo

Mario Marzi saxophone solo
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DIGIPAK

OTTORINO

RESPIGHI

La sensitiva
Liriche da camera

Sara Mingardo contralto
Aldo Orvieto piano

Carlo Lazari violin

Ottorino RESPIGHI (1879-1936)

1. Nebbie (1906)  2. Nevicata (1906)  3. Lagrime (1896)  4. Storia Breve (1904)

5. Invito alla danza (1906)  6. Miranda (1907) 7. Notturno (1896)   8. Luce (1906)  9. Contrasto (1906) 

10. Pietà ti prenda, mio Dio (J. S. Bach - O. Respighi)  11. La sensitiva (1914/1915)

Sara Mingardo has just won the prestigious Premio Abbiati 2010 as “best Italian singer”. Here she

wonderfully interprets some lyrical pieces by Ottorino Respighi with Aldo Orvieto at the piano.

These works date from the phase of  the Maestro’s development between 1869 and 1914, and as

such are often underestimated by critics and audiences. But here they are able to demonstrate all

their intrinsic value as pieces that anticipate Respighi’s successful creative period. 

The first nine pieces are very short, with lyrics by Ada Negri and Carlo Zangarini. In addition,

“Pietà ti prenda, mio Dio”, a transcription for voice, violin and piano from Passione secondo San

Matteo by J. S. Bach (paraphrase of  Salmo 51), with Carlo Lazari at the violin, and the monumental

“La sensitiva” (from the poem of  Percy Bysshe Shelley), in Respighi’s version for alto and piano.
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JEWEL BOX 

F. J. HAYDN

Quartetti Op. 76

Quartetto Modus
Roberto Pappalettere flute   Claudio Maffei violin

Fabrizio Merlini viola Carlo Benvenuti cello

Franz Joseph HAYDN (1732-1809)

1-4. Quartetto in Re minore Op. 76 n. 2 “Quintenquartett”

5-8. Quartetto in Do maggiore Op. 76 n. 3 “Kaiserquartett”

9-12. Quartetto in Re maggiore Op. 76 n. 5

Quartetto Modus, born in 2003 and consisting of  talented soloists and Masters of  La Spezia’s Con-

servatory, is specialized not only in traditional repertoire, but also in performing trancriptions of

quartets originally  written for strings only (as was the custom until the end of  nineteenth century).

This recording follows this direction: three string quartets from Op. 76 by Franz Joseph Haydn (in-

cluding the very famous “Quintenquartett” in d minor and “Kaiserquartett” in C) are presented in

their flute-string trio version, attributed to Haydn himself, according to the historical Simrock edition

(Bonn, around 1800).

These works are enriched with amiable and subtle sense of  humor intertwined with popular themes

and elements often accompanied by a bourdon, that Haydn had already used in the finals of  his

symphonies. Haydn’s exceptional ability in manipulating simple elements, and creating a number of

surprising harmonic progressions, which keep the listener curious and alert until the very end of  a

composition, is very thrilling and amazing.
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JEWEL BOX

BENEDETTO

MARCELLO

Salmi

Before the electrifying discovery of  Vivaldi, well into the twentieth century, Marcello was the most

representative musician of  the Venice of  the eighteenth century. The “Venetian patrician”, as he si-

gned himself  in his musical compositions, is remembered by history for a monumental work that

had no precedents in the history of  music: the Estro poetico-armonico (1724-26), a collection of  the

first fifty psalms of  the Bible re-worked in the form of  a poetic-musical “paraphrase”. The Latin

texts of  the psalms had been traslated into Italian blank verse by another Venetian nobleman, Giro-

lamo Ascanio Giustiniani, a great friend of  the composer. Regarding the music, instead of  making

use of  the normal string orchestra, Marcello eliminated the sound of  the violins from the instru-

mental accompaniment and confined himself  to laying down only the line of  the figured bass. The

composer intended in this way to safeguard the dignity and “gravitas” of  this musical genre.

Four of  these psalms (with the addition of  an Organ Sonata) are performed here by the ensemble

“Gli Erranti” conducted by M° Alessandro Casari. “Gli Erranti” is a well-known vocal group which

intention is to encourage the appreciation of  the treasures of  Baroque music and in particular of

the music of  the city of  Brescia.    

1

Ensemble “Gli Erranti”

Alessandro Casari organ and conductorship

Benedetto MARCELLO (1686-1739)

1. Salmo Decimo (a quattro - Soprano, Contralto, Tenore e Basso) - In Domine confido

2. Salmo Trigesimoprimo (a tre - Contralto, Tenore e Basso) - Beati quorum remissae sunt iniquitates

3-5. Sonata Quinta (per organo)

6. Salmo Decimoquarto (per Soprano solo) - Domine quis habitabit

7. Salmo Trigesimoquinto (a due - Tenore e Basso) - Dixit injustus ut delinquat in semestipso
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JEWEL BOX

SAMUEL

BARBER

Concerto per piano

3 Essays

Giampaolo Nuti piano

Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI/Daniel Kawka conductor

Samuel BARBER (1910-1981)

1-3. Concerto per pianoforte e orchestra Op. 38 [1962] / 4. First Essay - per orchestra [1941]

5. Second Essay - per orchestra [1942] / 6. Third Essay - per orchestra [1978]

2

Samuel Barber was not an innovator as Henry Cowell, Charles Ives and especially John Cage (his

contemporary). Cage made a tabula rasa of  the traditional idea of  music, primarly undermining the

idea of  the Ego and of  musical expression: Barber’s music, on the contrary, is the result of  the con-

viction not only that the Ego exists, but that it is also able to express itself  perfectly. As pianist and

musicologist Alfonso Alberti wrote in the liner notes, “in the evolution of  musical language, Barber

finds a niche in which we can still say something in a certain way which others consider dead and

buried; he does not look ahead as Cowell or Ives (and still less Cage), do simply because he has other

objectives”.

This new CD includes the Concerto per pianoforte e orchestra, perhaps the culminating point in Barber’s

career (the piece won the composer his second Pulitzer Prize), written for the pianist John Browning

and the Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Erich Leinsdorf, and the Three Essays for orche-

stra. The first dated 1937 and linked, chronologically and historically, to the famous Adagio (was pro-

posed to Arturo Toscanini for the first performance ); the second dated 1942 and conducted for the

first time by Bruno Walter; the third written in 1978 and typified by a particular crepuscolar atmo-

sphere and a sparer writing, without giving up a charming melodic nature.

The skilful pianist Giampaolo Nuti, already known for his recordings dedicated to Schnittke, Busoni

and Berio, appears with the great Daniel Kawka and the Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI.    
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JEWEL BOX

BENET

CASABLANCAS
Siete escenas de Hamlet

Tres Haikus/Alter Klang

Retablo sobre textos de

Paul Klee

“For some years now, Benet Casablancas has undoubtedly reinforced his position as one of  the

most important Spanish composers. Without forgetting his important commitment as musicologist,

essayist (we remember the book El humor en la música, a contribution to musical analysis unique in

the Iberian context) and professor (he is academic director of  the Conservatorio del Liceo di Bar-

cellona, where  he teaches composition and analysis), his creative activity shows unusual intensity

and quality. His language was initially bound by serial techniques (he worked with Friederich Cer-

nha); however, he has been able to construct a completely personal idiom and, while avoiding any

eclecticism whatever, to draw intelligent and legitimate consequences from the rich and diversified

patrimony of  the great masters of  the twentieth century. The intention to recover the differentiating

potentialities of  harmony, the search for perfection and formal equilibrium, the attention to detail,

and a sincere desire to communicate which is devoid of  any tendency to reduce the complexity of

the material or the depth of  the musical question are the principles which inspire the work of  this

composer” (Victor Estapé, liner notes).

“This recording has the advantage of  combining several of  his most recent works, in the chamber

and symphonic genres, with a work that belongs to his early maturity, one of  the most performed

of  his catalogue, to the point that it has claimed a place as one of  the greatest Spanish musical

works of  our time” (Victor Estapé, liner notes).  

William Keen actor Mercedes Lario soprano Marta Knörr mezzosoprano

Francisco José Segovia, Aurelio Viribay piano

Orquesta de la Comunidad de Madrid/José Ramón Encinar conductor

Benet CASABLANCAS (1956)

1-7. Siete escenas de Hamlet [1989]; 8-10. Tres Haikus - for piano [2008]

11. Alter Klang - Impromptu for orchestra [2006]; 12. Retablo sobre textos de Paul Klee [2007]
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JEWEL BOX

MASSIMO

BOTTER

Scream

“There are so many reasons why I feel close to Massimo, but I believe it is enough to give only

three: first of  all, his refinement in the quest for the beautiful sound, in the service of  a formal idea

of  great significance in the conception of  the pieces and moreover applied with great art; in the se-

cond place, his courtesy in personal relationships, which constitutes one of  Massimo Botter’s most

striking characteristics, which is simply the logical consequence of  the refinement of  which I spoke

before and of  a character which today - alas - is increasingly rare. Finally, the sentimental closeness

that I feel for a composer coming from the school of  another dear friend, Alessandro Solbiati, in

turn the pupil of  my fraternal classmate in Franco Donatoni’s class, Sandro Gorli; in short, a clo-

seness of  sentiment and of  school, and in the background the presence of  a city, Milan, which is

so explicit in the Seven Blades of  the CD, a city deeply loved by Massimo and by me, in some senses

its son” (José Ramón Encinar, liner notes).

“... ...if  one draws a line which, starting from Zéula and skipping various passages reaches Sentiero in

un deserto di lava and then And at the end...the scream and finally Seven Blades, we notice how much pro-

gress Massimo Botter has made, how he takes his place as one of  the most important forty-years-

old composers of  today, how intense and well written his music is, and, extending the line into the

future, how many important and beautiful works we have good grounds for expecting from him.

And this is not a hope: it is a certainty” (Alessandro Solbiati, liner notes).  
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Salvador Salvador bass clarinet Juan Carlos Báguena oboe

Orquesta de la Comunidad de Madrid/José Ramón Encinar conductor

Massimo BOTTER (1965)

1. Sentiero in un deserto di lava [2006] /for bass clarinet and orchestra (work commissioned by La Biennale di Venezia, 2006)

2. Seven Blades [2008] /for seven instruments; 3. And at the end... the scream [2007] /for oboe and 14 instruments

4. Zéula [1996] /for orchestra


